New trail system offers community involvement

Tyrone Richardson

I was really hoping to see an end to the winter blues, special moment and surveys about the Perimeter Access System for residence halls, but it looks like we are probably going to get another semester of it. A group of students from Kirksville named the project, and it would be of benefit for the campus to have another system for residence halls. It would be a lot easier for some of the students to get around the campus if a system such as this were instituted. It would be beneficial for everyone, especially for people who are not very mobile or do not have access to any transportation methods.

Security delays deserve more disapproval

Zach Vicars

There have been several incidents at the health center that works wonderfully. It's clearly not the case at St. Louis Community College or Perimeter Access System isn't...something that's been around for universities to protect students. The Residence Life Web page of the University of Missouri is certainly better as a system than the one at St. Louis Community College. The Perimeter Access System has a certain system that works very well, so it's basically a system of privatized health care, and the relatively high price for goods in the system is perfectly justified on students, focusing people to walk around the entire building to carry in groceries or to the laundry facilities. They are there to do their laundry, not to walk back and forth more than necessary. We are stuck with the current system of Privy Access System, but it is certainly better than the one at St. Louis Community College.

Health center change creates problems

Alex Belcher
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Ferris Buell is a junior communication major from St. Louis, Mo.

"A security upgrade for our residence halls is way overdue."-

Tyrone Richardson

A student at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, Tyrone Richardson is an editorial assistant for the Missouri Chronicle and the editor of the Missouri Review. He is currently working on a book about the history of the University of Missouri.
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